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EMU 2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR SPRING SEMESTER
GRADUATION CEREMONY TO BE HELD FACE-TO-FACE
Postgraduate Graduation Ceremony
on 7 July
The 2020-2021 Academic Year Spring
Semester Postgraduate Graduation Ceremony will be held on Wednesday, 7 July
2021 at 19:00 at EMU Rector’s Office
Building Pool Area.
Associate and Undergraduate
Graduates to Receive Their Diplomas
on 8 July
The 2020-2021 Academic Year Spring
Semester Associate and Undergraduate
Graduation Ceremony will be held on
Thursday, 8 July 2021 at 19:00 at EMU
Yasin Düşüner Stadium.
Eastern
Mediterranean
University
(EMU) decided to hold the 2020 –
2021 Academic Year Spring Semester
Graduation Ceremony face-to-face. Within this context, 2020-2021 Academic Year
Spring Semester graduation ceremony
for postgraduate students will be on 7

July 2021, on the other hand associate
and undergraduate program graduation
ceremonies will be on 8 July 2021.
Increasing the number of its graduates
every year, EMU will have nearly 66
thousand graduates with its graduates
in the 2020-2021 Academic Year Spring
Semester.

Ceremony is to be held with Respect to
the Pandemic Measures
The 2020 – 2021 Academic Year Spring
Semester Graduation Ceremonies will
take place within the framework of the
Pandemic rules and measures. Within
this respect, graduating students and their

families who will attend the ceremony
will be required to present a PCR test
done within the last 72 hours. Students
will be allowed to invite two individuals
to the event where the social distancing
and mask wearing rules will be applied.
Former graduates who received diplomas
through the online 2019 – 2020 Academic
Year Fall Semester and 2020 – 2021
Academic Year Fall Semester Graduation
Ceremonies will be able to attend the
2020 – 2021 Academic Year Spring
Semester Graduation Ceremony which
is will be held face-to-face. On the other
hand, students who will not be able to
attend the ceremonies will be able to
watch live broadcast of the ceremonies
through EMU’s social media accounts
(Youtube - https://www.youtube.com/
user/eastmeduniv, Instagram - @
emuofficial and Facebook – https://www.
facebook.com/eastern.med.univ/)
and
EMU TV.

EMU RECTOR’S OFFICE CONGRATULATES
TOURISM FACULTY FOR SUCCESSFUL ACHIEVEMENTS
Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU)
Rector’s Office organized an honoring
ceremony to congratulate the Faculty
of Tourism for its recent achievements.
EMU Tourism Faculty is the only faculty
from the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (TRNC) to have been ranked
38th in the field of Tourism and Hotel
Management in the World University
Academic Rankings 2021 Field Rankings
List of ShanghaiRanking, a world
university ranking institution based in
China. Faculty of Tourism is also the first
among the faculties included in the list
both in the island of Cyprus and among
Turkish universities.
The ceremony took place on Monday,
14 June 2021 at 11:00 am at the EMU
Rector’s Office Senate Meeting Hall.
EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Aykut Hocanın,
Vice Rector for Social and Cultural
Affairs Assoc. Prof. Dr. Deniz İşçioğlu,
Dean of the Faculty of Tourism Prof. Dr.
Hasan Kılıç, Vice Deans Prof. Dr. Ali
Öztüren and Assist. Prof. Dr. Mehmet
Güven Ardahan, faculty academic
staff and research assistants who have
published papers in the Social Sciences
Citation Index (SSCI) attended the event.

“Our Goal Is Always To Get Better”
Delivering the opening speech of the
ceremony, EMU Tourism Faculty Dean
Prof. Dr. Hasan Kılıç stated that the success
achieved in the ShanghaiRanking is very
important both for the university and the
faculty and stated that they are constantly
on the rise. Underlining that this success
has been achieved with the contributions
of faculty academic staff, students and the
university administration, Prof. Dr. Kılıç
emphasized that their goal is to always
achieve better. At the end of his speech,
Prof. Dr. Kılıç thanked everyone who
contributed. Speaking at the ceremony,

EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Aykut Hocanın
stated that EMU has made it the world
lists by fulfilling international criteria and
pointed out that it is always at the top of
the rankings of Shanghai Ranking, Times
Higher Education, University Ranking
by Academic Performance and other
similar ranking institutions, which is an
indication of its success. Underlining
the great success of EMU in terms of
internationalization, Prof. Dr. Hocanın
said, “It is very important to be able to
bring about 80% of students from abroad
and provide education on a small island.
Scientific publications and studies in

international standards are the factors
that enable us to be at the top. It is a great
success for our Faculty of Tourism to take
its place worldwide. This happens with
effort, diligence and knowledge. I would
like to thank everyone who contributed”.
After the speeches, EMU Rector Prof.
Dr. Aykut Hocanın presented Dean of
the Faculty of Tourism Prof. Dr. Hasan
Kılıç a plaque of appreciation for the
achievements of the faculty and gifts
to the faculty members and research
assistants who contributed to the faculty’s
success.
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COOPERATION PROTOCOL SIGNED BETWEEN EMU AND
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL TRAINING DEPARTMENT

A cooperation protocol has been signed between Eastern
Mediterranean University (EMU) and TRNC Ministry
of National Education and Culture, Vocational Technical
Education Department. EMU Vice Rector for Academic
Affairs Prof. Dr. Hasan Demirel and Director of the
Vocational Technical Education Department Gülşen
Hocanın signed the said protocol. The protocol aims
to establish mutual cooperation between EMU and
the Vocational High Schools in İskele and Famagusta
regions, and to contribute to education by improving
inter-institutional ties and communication.
Attended by EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Aykut Hocanın, the
ceremony was held on Wednesday, 16 June 2021, at 12:00,

at EMU Rector’s Office. At the signing ceremony, EMU
Vice Rector Assoc. Prof. Dr. Deniz İşçioğlu, Principal of
Famagusta Vocational High School Redif Güvensoy, Dr.
Fazıl Küçük Industrial Vocational High School Principal
Kağan Tokgöz and Famagusta Commercial High School
Principal Savaş Moralı were present.
In his speech, Prof. Dr. Hocanın stated that they have
come together for a very important cooperation and
stated that EMU has always been a university that pays
importance to vocational and technical education. Noting
that EMU has associate and undergraduate programs
providing vocational and technical education, Prof. Dr.
Hocanın stated that EMU is always ready for support

and that they are extremely happy to establish such a
meaningful cooperation.
Director of Vocational and Technical Education
Department Gülşen Hocanın stated that the importance
given by EMU to vocational education is evident in
every platform and stated that they are happy to be
in a much more systematic cooperation with EMU.
Emphasizing that they have undertaken many projects
as the department, Hocanın emphasized that the need
for the support for academic and technical issues will
disappear with the cooperation protocol signed with
EMU. Underlining that it is an honor to be in cooperation
with EMU, Hocanın wished the protocol to be fruitful.

NEW EXECUTIVE BOARD OF EMU-CWS VISITS
RECTOR PROF. DR. HOCANIN
Sonuç Zorlu Oğurlu and Assist. Prof. Dr. Handan Sezgin
were present during the visit. EMU-CWS shared the
information with EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Aykut Hocanın
informing the Rector on the center’s projects and
activities. Prof. Dr. Hocanın wished EMU-CWS success
for its studies. At the end of the visit, Prof. Dr. Aykut
Hocanın presented a souvenir to EMU-CWS Executive
Board and, EMU-CWS Chair Assoc. Prof. Dr. Süheyla
Üçışık Erbilen presented a souvenir to EMU Rector Prof.
Dr. Hocanın.

Eastern Mediterranean University Centre for Women’s
Studies’ (EMU-CWS) new Executive Board paid a
courtesy visit to EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Aykut Hocanın

on Monday, 14 June 2021 at 10:00. The EMU-CWS
Chair of the Executive Board Assoc. Prof. Dr. Süheyla
Üçışık Erbilen and Executive Board members Prof. Dr.

EMU-CWS Executive Board members are: Assoc.
Prof. Dr. Süheyla Üçışık Erbilen (Chair), Assist. Prof.
Dr. Seda Orbay Yücel (Deputy-Chair), Prof. Dr. Sonuç
Zorlu Oğurlu (Member), Assist. Prof. Dr. Handan
Sezgin (Member) and Assist. Prof. Dr. Nazime Beysan
(Member).
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INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED PROGRAM FROM EMU COMPUTER
AND INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGIES EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Academic Year Fall Semester. The

benefit from one Smart Classroom, three

doctorate programs approved by the

undergraduate program is open to

Computer Labs and all other facilities

Council of Higher Education.”

applications through the EMU Entrance

at our university. It is thought that our

and Scholarship system and offers a four-

program will have an important place

As highlighted before, due to the modern

year study period in the English-medium.

among the professions of the future due

The program is the only Computer and

to the need all over the world. In addition,

program structure that includes different

Instructional

Teaching

the importance of the field has become

Program in the Turkish Republic of

more evident in the current pandemic

Northern Cyprus (TRNC) approved by

period, and this is a field of science that

the Council of Higher Education (YÖK).

will be needed in the future.

Technologies

humanpower in this field in recent
years, our students have many different
job

opportunities

after

graduation.

Some of these job opportunities are:

The program also has international

Computer

“Many Job Opportunities”

recognition.

disciplines and the need for trained

Prof. Dr. İşçioğlu’s statement continues as

Instructor,

Instructional

Designer, Distance Education Developer,
E-Learning

/

Distance

Education

“Profession of the Future”

follows: “Thanks to its dynamic structure,

EMU Education Faculty, Computer and

our

Instructional

Education

basic computer sciences, instructional

Department Chair Prof. Dr. Ersun

technologies and educational sciences.

İşçioğlu made a statement regarding the

Therefore, our graduates will have many

Architect, Software-Design Development

subject which reads as follows: “Our

different job opportunities after their

Specialist,

Computer and Instructional Technologies

program will be carried out by faculty

graduation. In addition, our graduates

Technology Support Specialist, Database

Education Department, will be starting

members who are experts in their

have the opportunity to continue their

Administrator, and Computer Systems

to admit students as of the 2021-2022

fields. Our students will also be able to

education in our postgraduate and

Designer.”

The

Computer

Technologies

and
Teaching

Instructional
Program,

launched under the Eastern Mediterranean
University (EMU) Education Faculty,

Technologies

program

includes

three

areas:

Specialist, IT Center Management /
Consultancy,
Designer,

Web

Network

and

Multimedia

Administrator

Computer

/

Programmer,

EMU TO LAUNCH THE FIRST-EVER STATISTICS AND
COMPUTER SCIENCES PROGRAM IN TRNC
Eastern

Mediterranean

University

the ability to conduct advanced data

banks.

(EMU)

Statistics

Computer

analysis by bringing the two fields

opportunity of being able to work in

Sciences Program to be operated within

together. Students will receive training

marketing, advertising, tourism, hospital

the body of the Arts and Sciences

in topics such as statistical analysis,

management, human-related research

Faculty, Mathematics Department will

probability, mathematics and computer

commence its academic life in 2021-

sciences. The graduates will play an

and development sectors, Prof. Dr.

2022 Academic Year Fall Semester. The

important role in the formation of future

program, which is prepared to accept

projections and strategic decisions by

new students through the EMU Entrance

analyzing the data in detail as a result

and Scholarship System is an English-

of the learning outcomes they will gain

medium program and covers a 4-year

from the program in any field of the

training period.

business world.

The Statistics and Computer Sciences

Job Opportunities for Graduates of

Program to be offered by EMU will be

Statistics and Computer Sciences

administered for the first-time in the

Program

Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus

EMU Arts and Sciences Faculty Dean

(TRNC) with the approval of the

Prof. Dr. Mehmet Ali Özarslan provided

Council of Higher Education (YÖK).

information on the latest program to be

The program will offer training with

offered within the faculty and stated

participation of expert academic staff

that the graduates of the Statistics and

members of Mathematics Department.

Computer Sciences Program are to easily

and

Mentioning

that

graduates’

Özarslan added another job opportunity
which is working as a teacher if the
graduates receive additional pedagogical
formation training.
EMU is ready with Its Expert Team
of Academics and Opportunities
Emphasizing that the program is to offer
training with a team of experts in the
field, Mathematics Department Head
Prof. Dr. Nazım Mahmudov stated that
the Statistics and Computer Sciences
Program is planned to be operated by an
academic staff consisting of 9 Professors,
2 Associate Professors and 10 Assistant
Professors.

Prof.

Dr.

Mahmudov

find job opportunities in institutions

continued his words by saying that

The Statistics and Computer Sciences

such

institutions,

3 computers labs and a research lab,

program will set ground for students in

computer software companies, private

main library and department library are

both field of Statistics and Computer

research

to be actively used during the training

Sciences and, train graduates who have

in finance-related organizations and

as

governmental
companies

and

especially

duration of the program.
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EMU HOSTS 3rd INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE STUDENTS
CONGRESS
on scientific data and solid foundations.
Emphasizing the importance of innovative approaches in Cardiovascular
Surgery, Prof. Dr. Gökçora wished the
congress to be fruitful and thanked all the
participants.

Organized by the Eastern Mediterranean
University
(EMU)
Scientific
Research Community, the 3rd Eastern
Mediterranean International Medicine
Students Congress (DAUTOK) was held
online between 4 and 6 June 2021. Worldrenowned and expert scientists, medical
students and physicians attended the
congress, which was held under the theme
of “Multidisciplinary Approaches to
Cardiovascular Surgery in the Developing
World” this year. The best presentations
in the congress were awarded by the
jury. Within the scope of the congress,
while current issues in medicine and
health were discussed, workshops that
promote clinical skills and creativity
were also held. The opening speeches
of the congress were delivered by the

Congress Chair Ayçin Buse İzzettin,
EMU Scientific Research Community
President Kağan Ali Kolsarıcı and EMU
Dr. Fazıl Küçük Faculty of Medicine
Dean Prof. Dr. Nahide Gökçora. In her
speech, Izzettin expressed her gratitude to
those who contributed to the realization
of the congress, expressing that this
year was a year during which we once
again understood the value of healthcare
professionals. In his speech, Kolsarıcı
underlined that 450 students from 30
different countries attended the congress
and underlined that this was a source of
pride. Kolsarıcı stated that the studies on
cardiovascular surgery are promising.
Prof. Dr. Gökçora emphasized that the
topics discussed at the event are based

After the opening speeches, Prof. Dr.
Cengiz Köksal from Bezmialem Vakıf
University made a presentation on
“Current and Future Trends in Mitral
Valve Surgery”. Prof. Dr. Köksal gave
advice on how to become a better
doctor. In his speech, Prof. Dr. Köksal
emphasized that mitral repair surgeries
are the gold standard in surgery. In his
speech, Prof. Dr. Öztekin Oto from 9
Eylül University talked about “Minimally
Invasive Cardiac Surgery in Children and
Adults” and emphasized that minimally
invasive cardiac surgery is more
advantageous than others in terms of less
scarring and aesthetic appearance.
Istanbul Koç University Hospital Pediatric
Cardiovascular Surgery Professor Ord.
Prof. Dr. Afksendios Kalangos made a
presentation on “Kalangos Foundation
and Providing Cardiovascular Surgery
Access to Children in the World”.
Ord. prof. Dr. Kalangos emphasized
the importance of humanitarian work
in the field of cardiovascular surgery,
recommending
that
humanitarian
actions are part of medicine and that

medical students work from the heart.
Also at the congress, Specialist Dr.
Murat Kınıkoğlu, in his presentation on
“Vegan Nutrition and Heart Diseases”,
talked about the positive effect of vegan
nutrition on cardiovascular diseases and
invited everyone to become vegan. On
the other hand, Dr. Toniya Singh said in
her presentation titled “New Information
and Advances in the Treatment of Heart
Diseases in Women” that women have
less obvious symptoms in heart attack and
more research is needed on this subject.
In addition to the presentations delivered
by the keynote speakers during the
congress, presentations by field experts,
medical student presentations and
workshops were also held in the sessions.
“Mindfluness” by Dr. Ayşe Atasoylu and
Dr. Mariyam Sohail, “The Unknown
Face of Vaccine Studies” by Prof. Dr.
Kaya Süer, “Introduction to Acceptance
Therapy” by Prof. Dr. Axel Würz, “The
Importance of Sign Language in Health”
and “Nanotechnology Developments in
Cardiovascular Surgery” by Dr. Ülvan
Özad and “Let’s Improve Our Posture”
by Prof. Dr. Hakan Gunduz and Dr.
Günay Yolcu were held. In addition to the
scientific program, social workshops such
as German, French, Chess Tournament
and Kahoot Race were also successfully
organized.

TEACHERS SHARE EXPERIENCES
AT EMU ELEMENTARY EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Within the scope of Eastern Mediterranean
University (EMU) Faculty of Education,
Department of Elementary Education
2020-2021 Academic Year Spring
Semester Teaching Practice II course,
teacher candidates and department
alumni came together. Ayşegül Akgül
Eke, a graduate of 2009, and Muazzez

Oktay, a graduate of 2014, shared their
experiences in the field with teacher
candidates, within the scope of the event
titled “Teachers Sharing Experiences”.
Having taken place with the theme
“Being an Educational Manager at the
New Normal”, the event is being held for
the second time this year.

Lifelong Learning: Key to Success
Ayşegül Akgül Eke, Principal of
Antalya Döşemealtı Saime Salih Konca
Kindergarten, and Muazzez Oktay, owner
of the Lucky Duck Learning Center,
informed the teacher candidates about
the basic requirements, difficulties and
responsibilities of working as a preschool
education institution manager, and the
arrangements they made in their institutions
due to the pandemic period. Emphasizing
the contribution of the knowledge and
experience they gained during their
undergraduate education at EMU in terms
of their professional development, the
speakers emphasized the importance of
being an educator open to lifelong learning
in order to be successful in the profession.
“Alumni will Continue to Meet with
Candidates”
EMU Education Faculty, Elementary
Education Department Chair Prof. Dr. Ayşe
Işık Gürşimşek expressed her gratitude to
the graduates and to the lecturers in charge

of the course for contributing to the career
planning of the graduate candidates. Prof.
Dr. Ayşe Işık Gürşimşek also added that
this event, which they held within the scope
of the Teaching Practice course, made
a significant contribution to the career
planning of prospective teachers who have
reached the graduation stage. Stating that
with this event, the pre-school teacher
candidates of the Pre-School Program and
Elementary Education Program had the
opportunity to meet with their colleagues
who went through the same process as
them and they had the opportunity to
get information about different career
opportunities and ask questions they
were curious about. Prof. Dr. Gürşimşek
said that the Department of Elementary
Education Pre-School Teaching Program is
accredited by AQAS and that activities to
bring together graduates of the department
and teacher candidates will continue in
the coming years, within the scope of
the department’s quality teacher training
policy.
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THE SECOND URBAN FURNITURE DESIGN
IDEAS COMPETITION CONDUCTED BY EMU AND
FAMAGUSTA MUNICIPALITY COMPLETED

The Second Urban Furniture Design Ideas
Competition, organized in collaboration
with Eastern Mediterranean University
(EMU)
Faculty
of
Architecture,
Department of Interior Architecture
and Famagusta Municipality, has
been completed. A total of 55 students
participated in the said competition, which
was held for the second time this year, with
32 projects. Students showed great interest
in the competition, which was open to

the design departments of universities
in the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (TRNC). Having taken place
under the coordination of EMU Interior
Architecture Department academic staff
member Prof. Dr. Maya Öztürk, the event
was organised by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Zehra
Öngül. And Assist. Prof. Dr. Kamil Güley.
The reporters of the competition were
research assistants Gülde Kasım and
Soheil Soleimani. Mayor of Famagusta

“TESLİMAT” RECEIVES TWO AWARDS IN
PUERTO RICO

The short film “ Teslimat” (Delivery),
shot under the sponsorship of Eastern
Mediterranean University (EMU),
won two awards at the “Puerto Rico
European Film Festival”. Directed by
Doğuş Özokutan, a graduate of EMU
Communication Faculty, Visual Arts
and Visual Communication Design
Department, “Delivery” won the “Best
Short Film” award in the “Shorts from
Europe” selection in which it competed,
while İzel Seylani, the leading actor
of the movie, was awarded the “Best
Actor” prize. “Delivery” was one of 8
films selected to compete in the “Shorts
from Europe” selection of the 12th
Puerto Rico European Film Festival.
The festival, known internationally as
the “Festival de Cine Europeo de Puerto
Rico” and held between 5-27 May this
year, is organized by the international
organization “Alliance Française”
operating in 137 countries.

Running from Award to Award
The film “Teslimat”, the main production
of which was undertaken by EMU
Communication Faculty academic staff
member Sen. Inst. Vasvi Çiftcioğlu, has
been screened in Italy, Spain, France,
Chile, Jordan, Puerto Rico and the USA
by entering the official selection of 13
international film festivals since its
premiere in November 2020. The film,
which won the “Audience Award” from
Italy in December, competes in festivals
accredited by the American Academy
Awards (OSCAR) and the Spanish
Academy Awards (GOYA). The film
“Teslimat”, starring the actors of the
Southern Mesarya Public Theater, takes
a different look at the refugee drama and
tells the story of a driver who believes
the only way to get the money for his
daughter’s surgery is to gamble with the
lives of a group of war victims.

Municipality İsmail Arter, EMU
Architecture Faculty Dean Prof. Dr. Uğur
Ulaş Dağlı and Famagusta Municipality
Deputy Director Abide Eryaşar were the
advisory jury members in the competition.
Famagusta Municipality Architect Ali
Sarıyel, Urban Design and Landscape
Architect Defne Feridun Kara, Landscape
Architect Simge Bozkırlı Kağan, Architect
Hüseyin Erdoğdu and Civil Engineer
Atilla Aypar formed the jury of the said
competition. In the competition, which
was held in two stages, besides the three
projects that ranked high, three projects
deemed worthy of mention were also
selected. According to the results of the
competition, Roshan Zandi, Hıla Rajabi
and Hafsa Taimoor won the first prize with
the pseudonym 2086RH, Papatya Ertüzün
received the second prize under the
pseudonym PA328, and Ayşe Melike Ülkü,
Merve Şahiner and Emine Sarı received
the third prize with the pseudonym ME

432. The projects deemed worthy of
mention were Niuosha Shafiei’s work
under the pseudonym NSH2119, Gizem
Doğan’s work under the pseudonym IS302
and İbrahim Çetinkaya’s work under the
pseudonym HM4279. The dates when the
winning projects will receive their awards
will be determined and announced by
the municipality. In a statement made by
EMU Architecture Faculty, Department of
Interior Architecture, it was stated that the
project area is on Canbulat Street, located
in the center of the Gazimağusa Walled
City district. The competition aimed to
involve design students to create fixed
seating units in lively and livable urban
spaces. The project, which won the first
place, is planned to be implemented by the
municipality. Upon the implementation
of the project, it is thought that the
project area will become more lively and
functional and will contribute to the city
life and appearance aesthetically.

9th OSMAN MARAŞLI MEMORIAL
TOURNAMENT TO COMMENCE

9th “Osman Maraşlı Triple Beach
Volleyball Memorial Tournament”,
traditionally organized by the Eastern
Mediterranean University (EMU) in
memory of the late Osman Maraşlı, the
esteemed Turkish Cypriot volleyball
trainer, will start with the first matches
on Saturday, 19 June 2021 at 10:00 at
EMU Beach Club. The interest towards
the tournament, the registrations for
which have been completed, continues
to increase.
Final Matches on Sunday
In the tournament, 14 teams will compete
in the triple men’s category, 11 teams in

the triple under-18 mixed category, and
6 teams in the triple women’s category.
A maximum of one licensed player can
take part in the triple women’s and triple
men’s categories. Within the scope of the
tournament, which will last for two days,
the participants will both have fun and
enjoy the matches. In the tournament,
which will be played according to the
double elimination method, teams that
lose two matches will be eliminated.
After the semi-finals and final matches
to be played on Sunday evening, the
successful teams will be presented with
trophies and cash awards.
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This Week’s Academic Publications

Source: Web of Science

Faculty of Pharmacy
1. Firat, Zeynep, Fatih Demirci, Betül
Demirci, K. Husnu Can Baser, Z. Firat, F.
Demirci, B. Demirci, K. H. C. Baser, Z. Firat,
and F. Demirci. “Microbial transformation of
α-bisabolol towards bioactive metabolites.”
Records of Natural Products 15, no.6 (2021):
593-601.
Faculty of Education
1. Kuter, Sıtkıye, and Sanal-Erginel Erginel.
“Examination of the core curriculum from
the perspective of reference framework
of competences for democratic culture:
Northern Cyprus case.” Research Papers in
Education (2021): 1-23. (Early Access)
Faculty of Arts & Sciences
1. Benaoum, Hachemi, and Ali Ovgun.
“Matter-antimatter asymmetry induced by
non-linear electrodynamics.” Classical and
Quantum Gravity 38, no.13 (2021).
2. Özarslan, Mehmet Ali, and Banu
Yilmaz Yaşar. “Δh-Gould-Hopper Appell
Polynomials.” Acta Mathematica Scientia 41,
no. 4 (2021): 1196-1222.
3. Amirabi, Z. “Generalized Einstein–Power
Maxwell theory in 2+ 1-dimensions.” The
European Physical Journal Plus 136, no. 5
(2021): 1-9.
Faculty of Business & Economics
1. Ogunmokun, Oluwatobi A., Seldjan
Timur, Steven W. Bayighomog, and Juliet E.
Ikhide. “Banks CSR-fit, customers’ quality

of life, and cross-buying: A joint moderation
model.” Psychology & Marketing. (Early
Access)
2. Alhassan, Abdulkareem, Muktar Sabi
Adamu, and Shuaibu Sidi Safiyanu. “Financeled growth hypothesis for Asia: an insight
from new data.” Journal of the Asia Pacific
Economy (2021): 1-20. (Early Access)
Faculty of Architecture
1. Gilani, Hooman Azad, Siamak
Hoseinzadeh, Hirou Karimi, Ako Karimi,
Amir Hassanzadeh, and Davide Astiaso
Garcia. “Performance analysis of integrated
solar heat pump VRF system for the low
energy building in Mediterranean island.”
Renewable Energy 174 (2021): 1006-1019.

with a central cutout modeled by the
couple stress continuum quasi-3D plate
theory.” Archives of Civil and Mechanical
Engineering 21, no. 3 (2021): 1-17.
4. Zeeshan, Qasim, Amer Farhan Rafique,
Ali Kamran, Muhammad Ishaq Khan, and
Abdul Waheed. “Multidisciplinary design
and optimization of expendable launch
vehicle for microsatellite missions.” Aircraft
Engineering and Aerospace Technology
(2021). (Early Access)
5. Acan, Adnan, and Jamshid Tamouk.
“A Dynamic Metaheuristic Network for
Numerical Multi-objective Optimization.”
International Journal on Artificial Intelligence
Tools 30, no. 03 (2021): 2150009.

Faculty of Engineering
1. Gilani, Hooman Azad, Siamak
Hoseinzadeh, Hirou Karimi, Ako Karimi,
Amir Hassanzadeh, and Davide Astiaso
Garcia. “Performance analysis of integrated
solar heat pump VRF system for the low
energy building in Mediterranean island.”
Renewable Energy 174 (2021): 1006-1019.

Faculty of Medicine
1. Brandao, J., Mumtaz Guran, J. Gangneux,
S. E. V. T. A. P. Arikan-Akdagli, A. Barac,
A. Bostanaru, S. Brito, M. Bull et al.
“Mycosands: Fungal diversity and abundance
in beach sand and recreational waters &
mdash; Relevance to human health. Science
of the Enviroment 781” (2021).

2. Safaei, Babak. “Frequency-dependent
damped vibrations of multifunctional
foam plates sandwiched and integrated by
composite faces.” The European Physical
Journal Plus 136, no. 6 (2021): 1-16.

Faculty of Health Sciences
1. Zukowski, Lisa A., Jaclyn E. Tennant,
Gozde Iyigun, Carol A. Giuliani, and
Prudence Plummer. “Dual-tasking impacts
gait, cognitive performance, and gaze
behavior during walking in a real-world
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